Oilfield Chemicals - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a six-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Oilfield Chemicals in US$ Million by the following Products: Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery) Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids.

The report profiles 172 companies including many key and niche players such as -

Akzo Nobel NV
Albemarle Corp.
Ashland, Inc.
Baker Hughes
BASF SE
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Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. THE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Market Review
Key Statistical Findings
Table 100: Proven Oil Reserves in the Middle East (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Reserves by Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 101: Proven Gas Reserves in the Middle East (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Reserves Volume by Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 102: Oil and Gas Rig Count in the Middle East (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown by Rig Counts (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Middle East Drilling and Completion Fluids Market
EOR Gains Increased Adoption in the GCC

Saudi Arabia
Oilfield Chemicals Market Overview
Africa
Table 103: Proven Oil Reserves in Africa (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Reserves by Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Drilling and Completion Fluids
Recent Industry Activity
B. Market Analytics
Table 104: The Middle East & Africa Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Region Saudi Arabia, Iran and Rest of Middle East & Africa Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 105: The Middle East & Africa Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Region Saudi Arabia, Iran and Rest of Middle East & Africa Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 106: The Middle East & Africa 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Region Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Saudi Arabia, Iran and Rest of Middle East & Africa Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 107: The Middle East & Africa Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 108: The Middle East & Africa Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 109: The Middle East & Africa 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. SAUDI ARABIA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Oil and Gas Exploration
B. Market Analytics
Table 110: Saudi Arabia Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 111: Saudi Arabia Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 112: Saudi Arabia 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals,
EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 &
2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. IRAN
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Table 113: Iran Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and
Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 114: Iran Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and
Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 115: Iran 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals,
EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 &
2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. REST OF MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Table 116: Rest of Middle East & Africa Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and
Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 117: Rest of Middle East & Africa Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and
Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 118: Rest of Middle East & Africa 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals,
EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 &
2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
   Oil and Gas Industry
   A Review
Table 119: Proven Crude Oil Reserves in Latin America (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume
Reserves by Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 120: Proven Natural Gas Reserves in Latin America (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume
Reserves by Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Latin American Drilling and Completion Fluids Market
B. Market Analytics
Table 121: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Region
Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 122: Latin American Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Region
Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 123: Latin American 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 124: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and
Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for
Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 125: Latin American Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 126: Latin American 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Oil & Gas Sector
A Review
B. Market Analytics
Table 127: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 128: Brazilian Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 129: Brazilian 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. MEXICO
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Table 130: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 131: Mexican Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 132: Mexican 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6c. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Table 133: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 134: Rest of Latin America Historic Review for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Million for Years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 135: Rest of Latin America 13-Year Perspective for Oilfield Chemicals by Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Revenues for Drilling Fluids, Cementing Chemicals, Production Chemicals, EOR Chemicals, Stimulation Chemicals, and Completion & Workover Fluids Markets for Years 2008, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 172 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 187)
The United States (85)
Canada (8)
Europe (50)
- France (6)
- Germany (10)
- The United Kingdom (13)
- Italy (7)
- Rest of Europe (14)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (34)
Latin America (1)
Africa (1)
Middle East (8)
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